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How To Create Unique Photo Invitation

Want a great way to make those birthday party invitations more unique? Then a photo invitation is a great
option. Because most of these parties are going to be more casual, you'll have a lot more freedom in terms
of the cards you choose.

Dec. 3, 2008 - PRLog -- How To Create Unique Photo Invitation! 

When you are having a special occasion or want to let others share in some wonderful news, a good way to
achieve your goal is by sending photo invitation, also known as photo announcements cards. These types of
cards can be ideal for a wide range of situations and are an ideal way to add some personalization to your
invitations. Below are some ideas for using these photo invitations cards,
http://www.express-invitations.com/photo-invitations/ for your special occasion. 

Many of the leading online photo invitations, http://www.cardsshoppe.com/photo-invitations/ and
announcements stores offer lots of advantages to shopping with them, such as:
 * Instant Preview After Personalizing Your Photo Invitation!
 * Your Proof will be Submitted Within ONE Hour, and They Will Make Unlimited Revisions, FREE
 * Same Day Printing and Shipping
 * Free Shipping and 10 Free Cards
 * Exclusive Designs Available
 * Add a Photo or Picture; Modify and Card Design at NO extra charges
 * Create a Unique Design with minimum quantity order 

Use for a Photo Wedding Invitation 

Wedding invitations are often not very unique, especially for semi-formal and formal events. However, you
could change your invitation and not only make it unique but also make it a valued keepsake for recipients.
Photo anniversary invitations, http://www.announcements-shoppe.com/Photo-Invitations-Ann... are also
excellent for this. You can choose from a wide range of ideas for the cards as well. If you've had
engagement shots taken together, they can be an excellent option and make excellent wedding photo
invites. You could also dig up some older pictures, including baby pictures of both of you, pictures of the
two of you in your early years of your relationship or similar pictures. 

If you don't want to use your own images on the photos invitation you could even take a picture of the
location for the ceremony or reception and use that instead. In that case, it double as a way to personalize
the card and as a way to help guests locate the right place. 

Use for Birthday Photo Invitations 

Want a great way to make those birthday party invitations more unique? Then a photo invitation is a great
option. Because most of these parties are going to be more casual, you'll have a lot more freedom in terms
of the cards you choose. Plus, you'll probably only end up inviting close friends and family members of the
person in question so it's going to be pretty hard to make a bad impression on recipients. 

When it comes to selecting the right photo, you could be facing another challenge. One idea is to choose an
older picture, especially if you're celebrating an "Over the Hill" type party. These pictures can also work for
Sweet 16 parties, although they are less effective for a first birthday. With the photo birthday invitations,
you could even scour the photo albums for almost any image of the guest of honor and you'll find that
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recipients will love it. 

Another idea if the guest of honor can laugh at him or her self is to take a photograph and modify it using
PhotoShop or another type of photography manipulation software. That can be quite fun and can be good
for lots of laughs. Consider blowing up the photo you use into a larger shot that can be displayed at the
party for the guest of honor's amusement. It's also fine to use unaltered but equally embarrassing photos but
only if you know the guest of honor won't be angry. 

A Good Idea for Other Occasions 

Photo invitation and photo announcements cards are versatile and that makes them a great choice for almost
any event. You can use them as photo baby cards, photo birth announcements,
http://www.announcements-shoppe.com/Photo-Invitations-Announcements-Cards/productsList-16-1.htm or
graduation photo announcements invitations. There's almost no holiday or event or celebration for which
these cards would not be perfect. 

Other popular categories include - photo bereavement cards, photo thank you cards, photo moving
announcements, and other events such for holidays and for religious occasions as baptism christening photo
invitations and holy communion photo invitation. Start celebrating with unique ways to spread the word!

# # #

Sarah Porter have written several articles about Personalized Photo Invitations Cards, Custom Photo
Announcements, Unique Photo Baby Announcements, Printed Photo Birth Announcements, Online Photo
Announcements, Affordable Photo Birthday Invitations, Christmas Holiday Photo Invitations, Printable
Photo Thank You Cards, Cheap Wedding Photo Invitations and lots more for http://www.cardsshoppe.com 
http://www.express-invitations.com http://www.announcements-shoppe.com and
http://www.cardspersonalized.com
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